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WHAT DOES SHOW, DON’T TELL REALLY MEAN?
"Show, don't tell" is a great piece of advice that, unfortunately, is massively misunderstood. People interpret the
words literally and believe that "show" means describe what everything looks like in excruciating detail, every little
object in the room, every article of clothing worn by the characters, and so on. Details are great, but what "show,
don't tell" really means is "show us what all these scenes and actions mean, why we should care about what's going
on." What readers want to be shown is how it feels to be fully immersed in the story, actually experiencing the
thoughts and feelings of the protagonist as they go along.

And, contrary to what the advice "Show, Don't Tell" seems to be saying, showing readers what things mean, and why
they matter, sometimes requires the writer to tell readers what the writer knows (but the reader doesn't) about
what's really going on.

Show don’t tell is not literal.
It’s not about the color of the sky and the clock on the wall and the bowl of lemons on the table. It’s about meaning.
It’s about emotion. It’s about letting the reader FEEL what the people on the page are feeling, letting them be in
their skin, letting them experience what they are experiencing as things unfold. And yes, this absolutely applies to
non-ﬁction, too.

The writer Anton Checkov famously said,

“Don't tell me the moon is shining; show me the glint of light on broken
glass.”
I sometimes wonder if this isn’t where the misunderstanding about "show, don’t tell" originated. Because yes, please
don’t just tell us about the moon, show us the light of it. That’s very good. But writers take this to an extreme and
they take it to mean, I shall now show you the sun and the moon and the curtains on the window and the couch in
the room with the hand embroidered pillows and the dust bunnies under the couch. But look more carefully at
Checkov’s quote: The glint of light on broken glass. That broken glass is not just a random physical detail. That’s
spotlighting something that matters in the story. Broken glass?? And is there blood? Did something bad happen?
Why? To whom? Seven words and already you have the start of a story.

Checkov also said, "If in the ﬁrst act you have hung a pistol on the wall, then in the following one it should be ﬁred.
Otherwise don't put it there." This quote is actually a more accurate encapsulation of the show don’t tell concept.
What he’s saying is, show us what matters and (equally critical) don’t show us what doesn’t matter. What he’s saying
is, let us into the world where we can see and feel what matters. That’s what show don’t tell is really about.
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DID YOU FI ND THIS
DOC UME NT HEL PFUL?
PRO-TIP:
Do you
know you
need help,
but aren’t
sure what
exactly you
need?
Visit our
website to
start your
research.

We invite you to check out what we have to oﬀer at Author Accelerator:
BLUEPRINT FOR A BOOK
An intense weekend of live video, Q&As and building the foundation
to your novel. Personalized feedback on all your assignments from a
book coach within a week.

LEARN MORE >>
S T O RY G E N I U S WO R K S H O P
A 10-week program based on Lisa Cron’s Story Genius method.
Personalized feedback on all your assignments from a book coach.

LEARN MORE >>
M A N U S C R I P T AC C E L E R AT O R
A 6-month no-excuses for starting and ﬁnishing a rough draft — and
ﬁnishing strong. Working with a coach is the best way to make your
dream of writing a book a reality.

LEARN MORE >>
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